
AI that reads like you doReal-time image and video analysis

Adult Education

Adult Movies
Play the video Automatic blur

Holistic Web Protection
Is internet for your students filtered by AI in real time?
Are you monitoring student mental health?
Are your teachers in charge of their virtual classrooms?
Are you protecting student online data privacy?

The only real-time AI web filter

AI solutionReimagine Education
AI Category

Our Artificial 
Intelligence web filter 
is recognized as a Cool 
Tool Finalist by EdTech 
Digest in 2020. Our AI 
filter sees what your 
students see. 
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Perfect for distance and hybrid learning

Filter on and off campus 
to stay CIPA-compliant. 

Measure student engagement

Advanced classroom
management!

Live monitoring of student screens 
Send students messages 
Lock down tabs or close tabs for students
Import Google Classroom rosters
Push websites to students and more

Filter on and off campus to stay CIPA-compliant on any device 
or operating system. Deledao Education is perfect for keeping 

students on task in any type of learning environment.
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Monitor mental well-being
Deledao's AI can pick up on the warning signs 

so you can get them the help they need.
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Hey slut, 
Drop out of school, or I will 
send your private photo.
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How to cut yourself

We are charged with the well-being of students 
so we decided to use Deledao to monitor their 
mental well-being. The reporting is very good 
and lets us know when children are considering 
self-harm or if there is cyberbullying activity. 
Now we can get them the help they need. Our 
school principal is very happy with the product.

Director of Technology
Heritage Community
Charter School
Idaho

Paul H.
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As a district with over 11,000 students, we wanted 
a few things. One, a content filter that finally 
works on our Windows devices, not just on 
Chromebooks. Second, a solution that works off 
campus for distance learning. Deledao delivered 
on all its promises and more. It’s probably the 
best thing we bought this entire year.

Director of Technology
Nashua School District
New Hampshire

Greg R.

Works with you

∙ Works on any device
   and OS (includes iPads!)
∙ G Suite and Azure AD
  integration
∙ Set up in 20 minutes
   or less

Parent engagement

∙ Parent portal feature
∙ Periodic reports by
   email
∙ Protects students at
   home and at school

Helping teachers

∙ Teachers can approve
   websites without
   help from IT
∙ Manage online 
   classrooms

Ads

Block Ads

100% cloud-based software — no hardware to deploy or maintain

Block Tracking Anonymize
Google searchesData Privacy
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